amazon com blame vol 1 ebook tsutomu nihei kindle store - the blame franchise was so well received worldwide that it inspired an animated mini series and eventually drew the attention of marvel comics in the us nihei would later go on to draw wolverine x men and halo comics for marvel to great fanfare, blame vol 1 tsutomu nihei 9781595328342 amazon com books - blame is one of the most aggressively sci fi properties i ve ever had the dark pleasure of reading from start to finish there is a dizzying sense of foreign and unnatural futuristic technology couched within a wholly inorganic world of twisted creatures and incomprehensible avatars of artificial intelligence, blame vol 1 by tsutomu nihei goodreads com - blame 1 in a future world rife with decay and destruction killy is a man of few words who packs one very powerful gun he wanders an endless labyrinth of cyberdungeons filled with concrete and steel fighting off cyborgs and other bizarre silicate creatures everyone is searching for the net terminal genes, blame vol 05 anime books - blame vol 05 killy is blazing guns through the insane world of the toha heavy industries caves killy and cibo unravel the mysterious mission of the silicon creatures killy comes closer to finding humans with net terminal genes and the only thing standing in his way is mensab and an alternative dimension, blame manga mangakakalot com - blame summary killy is a man of few words he wanders seemingly endlessly through a lonely gargantuan labyrinth of concrete and steel fighting off cyborgs and other futuristic nightmares searching only for something called net terminal genes, manga blame volume 01 internet archive - embed for wordpress com hosted blogs and archive org item description tags, blame vol 2 editorial ovni press - descripci n llega un nuevo tomo del manga que es furor en un futuro dominado por la tecnolog a a los humanos representan una raza en peligro de extinci n, killy blame wiki fandom powered by wikia - killy as he appears on the vol 1 cover of the master edition print of the manga killy is the enigmatic main protagonist of blame by tsutomu nihei armed with the mighty gbe he is a provisional safeguard unit tasked with finding the net terminal gene which if found would be able to halt the expansion of the city thereby saving all human life within it from hostility by the rogue safeguards, blame volume 1 on apple books - tsutomu nihei s knights of sidonia breakthrough science fiction masterpiece is now finally back in print, blame volume 2 on apple books - the administration contacts kyrii and cibo encouraging them to keep searching for the net terminal gene which will stop the city from its intractable chaotic growth the admin also warns them of the autonomous safeguards vicious entities that attempt to kill off any humans who access the netspher, blame volume 1 by tsutomu nihei paperback barnes noble - blame volume 1 by tsutomu nihei in a future version of earth there is a city grown so chaotically massive that its inhabitants no longer recall what land is